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continuous cheers during the burning. Some of those who had still
withheld their certificates brought them in numbers to the platform,
and these too were consigned to the flames. This was the first bonfire
in Gandhi's political career, which a British journal compared with
that of the Boston Tea Party.
The intensity of the Indian feeling forced General Smuts to call
Gandhi on August 18, to confer with the Government. As a result of
breakdown of the negotiations, a second mass meeting was held on
August 23 and more certificates were burnt.
The Indians had taken fresh steps to test the act. There were
several Indians in Natal who possessed ancient rights of domicile in
the Transvaal. They had also some knowledge of English. Big traders
like Sheth Daud Mohamed and Parsee Rustomji decided to enter
the Transvaal. When the satyagrahis arrived on the frontiers of the
Transvaal on August 18, they were arrested, and after having been
warned they were deported without trial. But when they re-entered
the Transvaal on August 31 and finally on September 8, they were
sentenced to a fine of £50 or three months' imprisonment with hard
labour. They cheerfully elected to go to jail.
The Transvaal Indians were in high spirits. If they could not
compel the release of their Natal compatriots, they decided to share
their imprisonment. Some began to hawk without licence, resulting
in many arrests in Johannesburg. Natal Indians followed Sheth Daud
Mohamed's example. Jails began to be filled, "invaders" from Natal
getting three months and the Transvaal hawkers anything from four
days to three months.
Gandhi was arrested the second time with fifteen others on
September 29. On October 15 he was sentenced to pay a fine of
£25 or to go to jail with hard labour for two months. He preferred
imprisonment, feeling himself "the happiest man in the Transvaal",
When passing sentence on him, the magistrate said: "I very much
regret to see Mr. Gandhi, an officer of this court and of the Supreme
Court, in this present position. Mr. Gandhi may feel otherwise,
looking at the situation in the light that he is suffering for his country.
But I can only view it from another point of view."
Gandhi's crime was that, in returning from Natal, he was unable
to show his certificate, which he had burnt with the rest. He had
refused to give his thumb-print as a means of identification which
would have meant acquiescence in the act. Gandhi -was removed to

